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Editorial
The corona virus continues to disrupt our hobby. Although aeromodellers can pursue the
flying of aircraft outdoors, the availability of flying areas is limited, all MOD property is
closed and many farmers will be reluctant to have modelling activities on their land and of
course social distancing must still be observed. Distancing spoils the social atmosphere
which is what club meets are all about. The competition flyer may well be happy to trim
alone but he still needs a chat with like-minded companions. I think the majority of
modellers will probably stay at home and carry on with their building programme and wait
for a proper all clear before venturing out to the flying field.
This issue kicks off with an analytical piece on P30’s by Peter Hall. Peter is to be admired
for his theoretical analysis of models, weather and trends, he must keep a considerable
archive of data and the effort required to accumulate it will not be insignificant. Further
he has the ability to write about it in an understandable manner. Thanks Peter.
Another extraction from Model Aircraft of 1951 provides the ‘Pylonius, interlude. This
issue is a swat at model club activities.
Mount Everest conquered by aircraft is this month’s epistle by Mauritius resident
aeronautic Dick Twomey. It was no mean feat to fly an aircraft at that altitude back in
1933. That was the year of my birth by the way.
I’ve dug out an article on a competition in 1939, the reproduction is not all that good but
it is readable with a bit of effort.
There is another of my articles extracted from the ‘Clarion’ of 2003 reporting on visits to
Old Warden and North Luffenham. Happy days.
Dave Hanks, sec South Bristol MAC, sends a picture of the ‘Le Timide’ he is building for
our first visit to RAF Colerne in August for the Cagnarata meeting, assuming things are
back to something like normal by then. He also extends an invite to any control -line flyers
who might like to come along and fly. An area is available.
Another of Nick Robinson’s paper airplanes, ‘The Daisy’, is featured. I must admit that I’ve
never tried to fold up any of his creations but if anyone else has, drop me a line.
To make a bit of content I have penned a piece on the origins of SAM1066 and the history
of our two magazines, ‘Clarion’ and ‘New Clarion’. I was late into vintage and 1066 was well
established when I came on board so if any of my musings are way off mark please let me
know.
The tale of an ED Bee powered ‘Mad Cap’ is recorded by Australian Hans van Leeuwen. This
issue is pt.1 of his article and next month it will conclude with a few pictures of the model and
its construction.
Roger Newman rescued a number of photographs when our founder David Baker passed on
and I have include a few. There was no indication as to who & what they depict so if anyone
can fill in a few blanks, be my guest.
This issue wraps up with the regular reports by Roy Tiller & Roger Newman and articles by
Don Thomson (a coupe), Nick Peppiatt (regular indoor), Tim Mountain (aftermath of a model
related Death) and an amusing piece by our own version of Pylonius.
Stay safe,

Editor
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The Optimum P30

-

Peter Hall

The finest April in living memory and we’re all locked down, I had to build something. My
last flights were at the 1st Area, March 1st. on flooded Beaulieu after the wettest
February on record. My P30 behaved well as it usually does. This was number twelve built
in 2013 . I checked its record - 19 competition flights, 15 maxes, not bad, time perhaps
to have another look at this class.
I re-read Peter King’s article ‘Some Thoughts On P30 Design’ published in Free Flight
Quarterly April 2002. In the 2001 N.F.F.S. Symposium John O’Dwyer’s tests showed that
small P30s (around 105 sq.”) outperformed larger models such Art Ellis’ ‘Windowplane’ (177
sq.”) for which large claims had been made. Peter’s computer simulations confirmed these
results. His graph, ‘Height and Duration vs Wing Area’ shows the smallest (93 sq.”) out performing the largest (178 sq.”) by an extra 20 metres height gain and 40 seconds
duration !! He also showed worthwhile reductions in induced drag as wing aspect ratio
increased. If the simulations are sound and if I could get the weight down to the minimum
50 grams including motor this would be the optimum P30.
I checked P30 /12. Wing area (projected) = 104.8 sq.’ aspect ratio = 8.6, weight including
tracker ready to chuck = 55.4 grams.
Pretty close to the optimum but could I do better?
P30/13 is the result, Wing area = 92.5 sq.” aspect ratio = 9.74, weight = 53.7 grams.
A bit disappointing, I don’t expect to see any performance gain, the wing loading i s
2.99oz./sq.’ - up from 2.7 (coupes are around 2.0) Wing profiles are the same but P30/12
has a single carbon tube wing spar and 13 has 1/16th” square multi spars.

Flying model aeroplanes is not classified as a front line activity and we’re (almost) all in
the vulnerable group, so we don’t expect any favours. What a pity - Salisbury Plain is a lot
safer than Anytown High Street and we could easily keep 20 metres apart.

Peter Hall
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Extract from Model Aircraft October 1951

Down to Earth
Apparently, if the Wakefield wizards could stretch their motor runs one whit as far as their
imaginations, that old clubroom chestnut, the 5 min. still air flight, might yet become a reality. Only
fly in the ointment is the recent discovery that still air just isn't. Meteorological observation now
revealing the presence of "dense masses moving rapidly downwards."
Well, you certainly live and learn — the only dense masses I've observed moving rapidly downwards
have been those groups of clueless spectators who will venture too close to erratic power models.
Club News:

Crowdon and Riskit M.F.C.
In securing the use of a mobile shop wagon from a local greengrocer we are happy to say that our
efforts to obtain suitable transport for visiting the various rallies and model events have at last borne
fruit.
Hell's Angels M.F.C.
We have recently been conducting a series of experiments with home-made jet engines. New
members are urgently required.
Southern Lows and Debrett M.F.C.
Once again our annual gala has been a great success, and even now we are pushing ahead with
arrangements for our next year's social garden party. Choice of a new venue has not yet been finally
settled, but negotiations are proceeding for the use of Berkeley Square. While this may be
considered by some to be rather cramped for model flying activities we feel it will provide a more
appropriate setting for this yearly highlight in the social calendar. In any case, in view of the extensive
prize giving and luncheon ceremonies, we are planning, it is extremely doubtful that our very full
programme will allow for any model flying.
Non-stop to Stardom
Prejudiced, possibly by too much newspaper gossip, I had always imagined Hollywood film stars to
be exclusively devoted to one particular hobby, and I don't mean aeromodelling. So I was surprised
to learn that some of them are capable of wielding a balsa hatchet with the best. Seeking more
information I wrote to famous tough guy, Mr. Umpty Undercart. He replied that while the last bit of
team racing he did was in Ben-Hur, many of the stars had gone in for C/L flying in a big way. To
illustrate his point he enclosed the following report.
Now, it seems that blonde and beautiful secretaries have their stenographic limitations; or so I gather
from the lack of punctuation:
" I went to see a flying demonstration by the stars and along came Miss Jane Bustle with all exposed
parts fully streamlined, her model was a cracker shaped like a banana the highly polished fuselage
reflecting the classy workmanship she so often displayed bending down she started the engine with
an angry snarl the model ripped away her dress fluttering in the breeze as she twirled around the
crowd roaring approval meanwhile someone had ventured inside the circle and the model hit him.
Bing Crosswire was so startled that he hurriedly left his trousers behind being torn and rent."
I Tawt I Taw
Our own diminutive specimen of domesticated felinity seems to regard my model "workshop" as
nothing more than a well-stocked larder of edible cat-fodder. Partial to most all products, ranging
from plastic wheels to jap tissue, its special epicurean delight would seem to be for a tasty tit-bit of
scrumptious, chewsome balsa wood.
Expensive as pussy's palate might be, it does at least serve as a very useful balsa-hardness gauge.
Very hard stock would reveal only a few frustrated fang indentations, medium stock is identifiable as
a pulp-chewed mass, while the real soft stuff, as is customary, finds its way into the kit.

Pylonius
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On Top of Mount Everest

-

Dick Twomey

As we continue day after day to wish for the restoration of our freedom to move about without
hindrance, it is natural that our imagination (which no force on earth can ‘lock down’) will fly
away to remote locations where we dream of air untainted by unwelcome and invisible diseases,
high up – if you like -- into the clear mountain air. So it happened that, as I commenced writing
this article on the 3rd day of April, I began thinking about the Himalayas, and suddenly
discovered a remarkable coincidence: On this very day -- but back in 1933 -- the very first
flights were made over the top of the highest mountain in the world, the formidable Mount
Everest, 8848m or 29,029 ft above sea level.
This milestone event was the remarkable work of a British team flying, in two aircraft so that
the record overflight could be recorded on camera, in biplanes made by the pioneer
manufacturer Westland which had been specially modified for prolonged high-altitude flight.
Pilots’ cockpits in those days were open to the elements and would be extremely cold at height,
so electrically heated clothing was essential and of course oxygen was carried too. Work was
also carried out to modify the fuel so that the single engine on each aircraft would not fade in
the cold, thin air. When all preparations had been made, the two biplanes and their equipment
were boxed and shipped to Calcutta, where they were assembled, then flown to Purnea in Bihar,
India.
The pilot of the lead aircraft, a Westland PV3, was Douglas Douglas- Hamilton (better known
as Lord Clydesdale) with Colonel Stewart Blacker as observer; the second, a PV5, was flown by
Flight Lieutenant David McIntyre carrying cameraman SR Bonnet in the cockpit behind him.
The result of this teamwork was to produce some remarkable photos of the top of the world.

Lord Clydesdale & Col. Blacker

The two planes flew at 32,000 feet in order to clear the Everest peak by a safe margin, but to
mountain peaks strong and sudden up and down gusts are likely to occur on any occasion when
the weather is not flat calm. And, sure enough, the two Westlands that day ran into one such
downdraft, promptly losing as much as 1,500 feet of altitude – a situation much too close for
comfort.
Cameraman Bonnet had an additional problem. Beginning to feel faint he discovered a fracture
in his oxygen hose and quickly bound his handkerchief tightly around it. He was a lucky man.
If, at that altitude, he had lost his oxygen supply completely, he would have had only about one
minute of useful consciousness. Fortunately all went well as the aircraft circled for fifteen
minutes over the top of the mountains, the photographer taking photo after photo before the
two aircraft and their crews returned to a well-deserved hero’s welcome back at base.
The whole venture had been called the “Houston – Mount Everest Flight Expedition” in
recognition of its sponsor Lady Lucy Houston, a well-known activist and patriot. She had
married her (third) husband Sir Robert Houston, a shipping magnate, in 1924, and in 1926 he
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died leaving her 5.5 million pounds and making her the second most wealthy woman in England.
She became passionately interested in supporting aviation, financing the winning British entry
in the 1931 Schneider Trophy Race, and then funding the Everest flights in 1933.

Douglas Douglas- Hamilton
(Lord Clydesdale)

Twenty more years were to pass before
Sherpa Tensing and Edmund Hillary (later Sir
Edmund) on 29 May 1953 became the first
men to teach the summit of Everest. Times
have since moved on. Until a few days ago
anyone could take a “See Everest from the
Air” tourist flight from Kathmandu in Nepal
with Buddha Air, in pressurized comfort and
for as little as $200. Yesterday, although a
group of mountaineers from China had already
begun their ascent, Mount Everest -- as a
destination for climbers -- was CLOSED
because of COVID-19. You can guess that it
won’t be long before tourists are not able to
view its majesty from on top either. So where
can I, in imagination, escape to next?

Dick Twomey
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Engine Analysis: K&B 15

-

Aeromodeller Annual 1954

Aeromodeller Annual 1954
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The 1939 King Peter Cup

-

Aeromodeller Sept.1939
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Aeromodeller Sept.1939
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Clarion Past

-

John Andrews

Extract from paperback Clarion circa 2003

Old Warden & North Luffenham
Captains Log: star-date August 10 th.2003.
The wife Rachel, grandson Jamie, and I beamed down to Old Warden for the second day of the
SAM35 Vintage Weekend.
It was a glorious day; we had travelled down via Cardington, the sheds looked impressive in the
morning sunshine. Entering Old warden, I choked back the tears when I had the tenner plucked from my
reluctant fingers at the gate, then onward into the field to park by the control-line activities.
True to form, Jamie’s first port of call was the Café for sausage rolls and cold drinks, then up and
down the Trade Stands passing time of day with my number one fan John Hook. I do now have a rival for
John’s affections however, in the shape of one John White who apparently has written a hilarious article
in some northern newsletter. I’m still after a copy to see what the competition is like. (Small digression
by worried Clarion scribe of Rugby)
The next step was to set up camp out on the field, we took chairs, two fishing umbrellas, and, of
course, the model box. It was an extremely hot day with no wind to speak of, so we set up in the middle
of the field. I hammered the poles of the two umbrellas vertically into the ground using them as sunshades
rather than their normal use as windbreaks. I don’t handle sunshine very well so I was lathered up with
factor 60 sun block and wearing my somewhat battered white sun-hat. I didn’t bother with the beach tent,
which was just as well as things turned out later.
The effort of setting up camp had me melting in the sun, so the first activity was lack of activity. I
had half an hour resting my backside in a chair watching the world go by and admiring the efforts of other
modellers while I cooled down. One thing struck me, why is it that half the high-wing cabin sports jobs
seem to fly round with the inside wing down? They look on the edge of spinning in to me. I suppose the
modellers must regard wing warps as a building defect rather than a trimming aid. On reflection, I must
admit that I have many ‘trimming aids’ in the models I build.
It was good sitting and watching the huge variety of models cavorting about the sky. The drift was
so inconsistent, that in some instances models launched at the same time drifted off in different directions.
Old Warden seems to shrink in size when you start your flights in the middle of the field. I saw models
drift off over the road, others over the trade stands and some off towards the radio flight line.
Lethargy finally passed and I got out the winding jig and had a few flights with 36-3, the rubber
job that was knocked about at the BMFA Nationals. I had refurbished (that’s renovated, no, mended) the
broken prop blades and usual tissue damage. It was soon back in trim.
Grandson Jamie then decided it was lunchtime and we were off to the Café to fill the water bottles,
then back to camp via the car to pick up the cold box with the sandwiches.
We had ourselves a picnic well underway
when Peter Tomlinson came walking down from the
car park looking for somewhere to set up.
Peter set up alongside us, for want of a better
place I suppose. He was airing his low-wing Earl Stahl
Hurricane. The name being an unhappy coincidence
as events transpired towards the end of the day.
After we finished our lunch, we set about having
a few more flights. Peter’s Hurricane was flying quite
steadily and I rigged up 0-2 my larger open rubber
model. 0-2 never seems to fly the same way two days
running. One day it will be stalling then the next day
it will be failing to climb. It took one or two attempts
to get it on song again but eventually I managed to get
it back in trim.
When recovering up by the radio end I noticed
that a couple of horses in the paddock opposite
seemed to have blindfolds over their eyes. I suppose
it was to save the poor animals the embarrassment of
having to watch my feeble attempts to re-trim 0-2.
Pictured alongside are Peter and I modelling
sunhats fit only for the dustbin, what a pair of
reprobates, if only the Devil were to cast his net, what
a catch.
It was later in the afternoon when the fun?
started. I put quite a few turns on 0-2, as a final check
to ensure there was no power stall and the model
D/T’d up by the horses.
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As I set off to retrieve, I noticed that a
Authors
breeze had started to make its presence felt. I
Open
picked up the model and, as I turned towards base
Rubber
for the return journey, I became aware of the breeze
model 0-2
stiffening. As I walked, the breeze became a wind
still increasing in strength and I had to stop and readjust my grip on the model to protect the wing.
Looking up, as I began to continue my
return, what do I see? A damn great fishing
umbrella hurtling towards me, bowling end over end
in the increasing wind. Now I’m the guy who played
7 aside rugby football for the Royal Corps of Signals
under floodlights in the Hong Kong Football
Stadium in 1955, I was certainly not letting a mere
fishing umbrella get by me. I turned sideways to protect the model and prepared to ‘stiff-arm’ the brolley
as it approached. I thought perhaps I might ‘clothes-line’ it and get a grip that way.
The umbrella was no fool, it rolled sideways and neatly sidestepping me it continued on its merry way.
On reflection, perhaps that indicates one of the reasons why ‘The Signals’ got knocked out in the quarter finals
at the Hong Kong sevens back in ‘55.
On getting back to camp, I managed, with Peters help, to get the model back on the winding jig but the
wind continued to rise. By now it was up to gale force, Peter and I set about trying to take the model apart.
The wing cracked in the wind but we managed to get the model disassembled. Luckily, I had my heavy
cardboard model box and had set it down end on to the wind. With the model, safely back in the box I looked
around to take stock.
It was like a battlefield, there were wings, tails, fuselages etc blowing off down the field with modellers
in hot pursuit. Many of the lightweight polystyrene boxes were also amongst the debris careering along
downwind. I hear a bit of a squeal and I see Rachel fighting with one of our umbrellas, then everything became
a bit of a blur memory wise. Grandson Jamie was off somewhere sitting on a guy’s model box whilst the owner
chased his bits and pieces. Someone else must have pulled down our other umbrella as I helped Rachel get
hers down. Eventually we had our kit under control, umbrellas rolled, chairs folded all flat on the floor. We
then scuttled about picking up other peoples bits and pieces. The damage that must have been done to
numerous models does not bear thinking about. We gave it best about then and retired to the car ready for
the off.
I was talking with Malcolm Jagger at Wallop later and he said that type of wind was called a Sirocco. I
looked it up in my dictionary, which says it is a ‘hot moist wind in south Europe, to me it was a bloody hurricane
out of nowhere.
August 17th North Luffenham
The following weekend, I was at North Luffenham for the Timperley Gala. The wind was reasonably
light but in the worst direction, straight across the narrow part towards the hangers. The organisers had to
settle for a short maximum of two minutes. I had repaired 0-2 from the ravages of Old Warden and re-trimmed
it the day before, so I was up for it.
I entered open rubber, put 0-2 together, had a check flight with a couple of hundred turns or so and all
was well, or so it appeared. I wound up for the first flight with, I think, a conservative 750 turns or so, collared
a volunteer timekeeper and launched.
0-2 kicked me in the teeth again, it zoomed up to
about 50 feet then proceeded to fly in flat fast circles
like a pylon racer. Very little height was gained, cruise
was useless then down it came well short of
requirements. John Boy had blown it again. The
conditions that day were extreme to my eyes, big lift
and big sink, but I don’t think conditions were my
problem with that flight.
I stuffed 0-2 back in the box and since, I have
decided to start trimming from square one. I looked
at the wing warp and it was quite a lump, possibly
crept in with the repair work, so I have re-set it at
about half of what it was and 0-2 awaits re-trim.
Authors Hep-Cat
I digress, back to Luffenham to continue the
competition. I had my Hep-Cat with me, so back to control and enter vintage.
Same procedures as in open rubber, check flight OK, wind, find timekeeper and launch. Two textbook flights
D/T just over 2 minutes and down just before the hangers. John Boy is on a roll, what can go wrong. I’ll tell
you later.
Digression first, on one flight I collared Hanger Meetings man Noel Parry for timing. I wound up and
bang the motor broke. Whilst surveying the bobbin with the short ends of the broken motor hanging off the
winder, I hear this buzzing rattle from the model. The motor had jammed in the front end of the blast tube that
was now rotating at a furious pace in the fuselage unwinding the motor.
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I replaced the motor and wound up again. As I tried to set the Tomy DT, the output arm swiftly returned to
zero, the bob weights had been knocked off by the rattling blast tube. There was no provision for fuse DT, so
I engaged my prop stop (that was Noel) and panicked about looking for bits to fit. I had to use a snuffer tube,
as there was waist high tinder dry grass in the DT area. I found a bobbin with a piece of tube through it, so I
fitted the tube across the Tomy with cyno. Then I had to cyno some tape by the tube to prevent the fuse setting
fire to the aircraft. All this, with Noel hanging on to the prop and the wound motor cooking away. I got it all
together then nothing to light the fuse. Noel’s brain kicked in then “use the lighter in the car” says he. We
were up and away, one of the textbook? flights I mentioned earlier.
Back to the comp, I had Noel on standby for the third and final flight. I tried to be a little more professional
this time and waited, with the model wound, sniffing the air for lift. Noel pointed out a guy with a big Lanzo
about 150 yards upwind so we waited for him to go. He launched, it looked OK but muggings got too excited
and launched before the Lanzo got to us. Noel quietly said “I think you’ve gone too soon”. He was right, I was
in the sink in front of the lift and was up and down well under requirements. Dipped out yet again.
Back next time with my Wallop 2003.

John Andrews

Le Timide

-

Dave Hanks

Strange and worrying times we are living through with everything up in the air - except our
models !
Here at the South Bristol Club we are hoping that the various restrictions will have been lifted
by the time SAM1066 are due at our RAF Colerne site for the Cagnarata Day on Sunday 9th
August. I guess most restrictions will be removed by then – otherwise the economy will be
almost unrecoverable – but it’s very worrying when people say things like “ over 70s may have
to stay in lockdown longer”!
Assuming it goes ahead we should have toilet facilities on site (a requirement of our MOD
licence) but this of course relies on the toilet hire companies having not gone bust through all
the cancellations they must have suffered. It will be an ‘event style’ toilet (flushing with
handwashing etc) so that should please any ladies that might come along.
Also – if there are any SAM1066 members who would like to come and fly control-line they are
also welcome.
Plenty of space and a
tarmac area. ( no jets!)
If you do come for C/L
flying please notify
the person on the gate
and they will direct
you to our specified
area.
I certainly hope it
does go ahead as I
have
been
busy
building a vintage
power model for the
event, a (Le Timide)
model recommended
by your secretary).
I have attached a
photo of the ‘bare
bones’ of it.
Hope to see you there.
Dave Hanks – Secretary South Bristol MAC 07714153377
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Paper Airplane: The Daisy

-

Nick Robinson
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From the book ‘Paper Airplanes’ by Nick Robinson
Copyright © 1991Quintet Publishing Limited
All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system
or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording
or otherwise, without the permission of the copyright holder.

Nick Robinson
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SAM1066 and the ‘Clarions’

-

Editor

As I’m scratching about for aeromodelling content I thought perhaps a piece on the origins
of the ‘Society of Antique Modellers chapter 1066’ and our newsletters the ‘Clarion’ and
the ‘New Clarion’ might be of interest.
The origins of SAM1066 date before I was active in vintage aeromodelling so I am open to
correction of my interpretation of the early days.
Sam1066 was formed by David Baker, it being a splinter group of free-flighters off Sam35
which was the UK chapter of Sam USA. The reasons for the split are not known to me, I
understand it was due to some sort of dissent in committee but I would guess the reasons
are long forgotten and probably irrelevant by now.
As to dates, I know not when 1066 was formed as I did not get into vintage until somewhere
about 1993. I had been flirting with free-flight after taking my grandson to the Nationals
at Barkston and Rachel and I turned up at Middle Wallop for an event that was cancelled
on the day, due to a double booking of the airfield. Incidentally we carried on and had a day
out in Bournemouth. At the next Wallop meeting I met David and signed on. This was when
I first met the ‘Clarion’ as I was given several back copies with my membership.
The ’Clarion’ back then was an A5 booklet similar to SAM35 Speaks and was put together
by David Baker and the Friday gang at his home in Northampton (always referred to as ‘The
Hanger’). Production in the early days was very manual, David assembled a sheaf of hard
copy and had all the pages printed at a copy shop, then one Friday each month saw the
Friday gang playing ‘ring a ring of roses’ circulating the table at the Hanger picking up
individual pages from piles and then placing on Clarion piles. These piles were stapled and
folded to make the ‘Clarion’. I was not yet involved so I missed it all.
I cannot recall when I started writing for the ‘Clarion’ and all my early articles were on my
first computer which I gave to David when I acquired my second. My second computer was
retired around 2016 and now resides under the dressing table in my bedroom. I must try to
hook it up to my current computer and see what ‘Clarion’ articles are on my computer No.2.
The magazine was being professionally printed when I was writing, I assume SAM1066 had
grown and finance was available.
Somewhere around 2005 David Baker became very ill and, as SAM1066 was effectively a
one man band, the society fell by the wayside and the old paperback ‘Clarion’ was no more.
In, I believe 2006, our current SAM1066 was reborn thanks in the main to the late John
Thompson and Mike Parker and shortly after Mike managed to persuade the late Vic Willson
to produce an electronic newsletter. Thus the ‘New Clarion’ came into being, published on
our internet website sam1066.org. As our new society was wholly internet based it was
decided that there would be no hard copy. After the first issue the two column format was
dropped and the single column invoked to make the newsletter easily readable on computer
screens.
The newsletter was an instant success and we all have a lot to thank Vic for.
The first issue was January 2007 and Vic developed our newsletter until early in 2010 when
he became terminally ill. Mike Parker approached me late in 2009 to see if I would take
charge when Vic could no longer function.
I took the reins as temporary guest editor of the New Clarion for the February and March
editions of 2010 and then as editor for the April issue when Vic sadly passed on.
It has been of immense pleasure to have brought Vic’s baby to the world wide audience it
now reaches and I will continue to do so until such time that I fall off my perch.

Editor
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The ‘Madcap’ & ED Bee Pt.1

-

Hans van Leeuwen (Australia)

My experience with Vic Smeed’s Madcap goes back a long way. I built my first in about 1958.
Built both types of fuselage, the cabin and the profile type and one set of wings and empennage.
The only engine I had at the time was an ED 1.46 Hornet, a bit too much grunt, but
decompressed. it sort of did the job. I only ever flew the profile fuselage version and was
quite happy with the way it flew. It was my first venture into powered free flight, I had been
flying control line till then and continued with that for a time after. Incidentally, the Hornet
was my very first engine. I still have it and it is fully restored and still in great shape.
I got married in 1963 and spent a fair bit of time setting up house and all things associated
with that great venture and aeromodelling took somewhat of a back seat. I had left my models
at my parent’s house but fortunately took my engines with me. When I eventually got back to
modelling my previous models had disappeared, I think courtesy of my younger brothers.
I concentrated on free flight and principally flew A2 glider and FAI power and Australian Open
power. My principal interest has always been engines. I’m an old automotive engineer and have
devoted a significant time to motor sport, principally as an engineer. My principal passion at
that time was FAI power, mainly because of the engine component.
When my son turned 8 in 1978 I wanted to build a sports power model for him, he’d flown chuck
glider in the fashion of young boys but I thought that a power model would be good for him. I
chose to build a Madcap and powered it with an original Mills 75. and fitted it with a DT. It
flew wonderfully well and had a very hard life as a consequence. My son grew up and went on
to other things aeronautical as a result of his modelling experience. He became an aeronautical
engineer with the Royal Australian Air Force and currently has the rank of Air Commodore. As
time went by we were blessed with grandchildren and my eldest grandson showed an interest
in things mechanical. I dusted off the old Madcap and we flew that as a sport model and also
in an Australian competition called Power Scramble. The old Madcap has probably done more
flying than any model I’ve ever owned, it is battle scarred but still flies.

As originally built in 1978

Son Gerald & the ‘Madcap’
Photo from Windsock June, 1983

In the late 80’s I turned my interest to Old Timer flying. FAI power became too expensive
and free flight too difficult in terms of the availability of readily accessible flying fields. I
have a suite of models for the various power categories of that branch of the sport. Some
time ago, in 2017 I decided to build another sports model and Madcap became the obvious
choice. I wanted to fit it with 2 channel radio and felt that the Mills 75 would probably struggle
with the extra load. I had a Mills 1.3 but its bearer width and the length of the intake tube
made that somewhat impractical. Sometime prior someone had given me a bag of ED Bee bits.
Vic designed the Madcap for a Bee so I decided to see what I could do with the bits I’d
acquired.
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All was good except that I had no contra piston and no idea what it should look like in terms of
dimensions. I decided to contact John Andrews as I subscribe to the New Clarion and see if
someone could give me the appropriate dimensions so that I could make a contra piston. He
duly put my request in the magazine and we had a great response, to the tune that Martin
Ambrose provided me with the dimensions for a contra-piston and I got an email from Roger
Newman offering some engines that he said needed attention and were surplus to his
requirements. A parcel duly arrived in the mail with more than I could ever have expected. I
finished up with two good early model ED Bees and one Series 2 as a result of the combination
of the ones generously provided by Roger and the stuff that I had. All have been bench run
and run very well. As well as that, Gary Dickins offered to dismantle a Bee for me to give me
the measurements. Many thanks go to those who have contributed to this project.
I have chosen to use the Series 2 engine for this
model because it has the exhaust stack and thus does
not spray all of the model with the exhaust residue
as the peripheral ported engines tend to do. I have
also constructed an exhaust extension that moves
the exhaust residue further from the fuselage.
The corona virus is a mammoth problem, but it has
meant that I have some free time and have spent
some time in my modelling room to finish unfinished
projects, one of which was the started Madcap.
Because of the great distances we sometimes need
to travel I try to make my models so that they can
be readily transported. For a large model I make the wings in two parts, I generally make them
so that the undercarriages can be removed, the tailplanes removed and the rudders removed
from the tailplanes or from the fuselages. I incorporated some of these philosophies into the
current Madcap. It also has 2 channel radio on board. As the construction is somewhat straight
forward I will only bore you with some of the features that I have built into this model. The
second Madcap I built, the one for my son, I had made the undercarriage removable because I
have found that in some of the rough ground we fly on in Western Australia the sewn onto the
bulkhead undercarriages are quite prone to damage. Thus I did the same with this new model.
I have also made the fin removable from the tailplane and will include some pics of some of
those mods, as well as some pics of the general construction. I have made the cabin top
removable so that I can get to the radio equipment and the battery. The wing and its holding
down bands holds the cabin top in place I finished the model yesterday and have run the engine
in the model. I’m waiting for a wing Madcap decal to be produced in laser cut vinyl to complete
it altogether. More pictures next issue.

Tailplane and rudder showing locating system
carbon rod in rudder and aluminium tube in tailplane
with milliply rudder support and elastic band holder.

Showing rudder fitted to tailplane
and band holder system.

Hans van Leeuwen (Australia)
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Knights off the Round Table

-

Roger Newman

A collection of pictures from Wallop 1994 depicting take-offs from the old roundel table.
Quiz: Who and What, answers on a postcard (email)
No.1

No.2

No.3
Carol Farley & 36 Copland

No.4

No.5
Ray Albon
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No.6

No.7

No.8
Spencer Willis

No.9 Jaguar

No.10
1949 Ellila

Roger Newman
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Morisset 1949 Coupe

-

Dom Thomson

As Ray and Peter already know, I became interested in the Jacques Morisset 1949 CdH as
a lockdown amusement. This was basically because it was different from my usual
preferences, e.g. small (32" flat), V dihedral, freewheel prop, 2 wheel u/c.
Full size plan on DBHL and Outerzone (oz10246). The full size plan is a modern rendition,
notes on it refer to Tan 1 and Tan 2 motor sizes, so probably dates it to the 1990s. I do
not have expectations re performance.
However, a few points made me look for the original source plan on the internet (MRA 119
Jan 1949) but I could only find a fuzzy thumbnail, which of course just got fuzzier when
enlarged. After more searches I managed to buy a copy of the original mag for peanuts
from ebay France.
This has arrived and throws up some variations from the full size (FS) plan.
Some of these are:
FS wing chord is 104mm on plan, but on fus side view chord is 109mm.
MRA shows aerofoil chord is 108mm, so can increase the FS chord. MRA says the original
used a thinner aerofoil than shown although others have used the section shown equally
well.
MRA says wing spar either 6x3 balsa or 5x2 spruce. I'd prefer the latter to reduce the
spar notch.
FS has 10deg dihedral, MRA states 12deg, but shows 15deg on MRA plan. Take your pick.
MRA says prop can be single blade folder or 2 blade freewheel. 300mm dia x 400-450mm
pitch, or single blader can be a little larger (suitably vague) or use a commercial prop
(Valentin). No prop shape given, just the usual, it suggests.
FS gives 300 x 430 freewheeler only. Free choice, I could just use my M Et prop, tho ’ I
have carved the FS prop. No hub/freewheel details in MRA.
I wondered why the FS fus depth was more than needed for the x-section rule. I see the
MRA plan shows thread wing braces 'for windy weather' so the depth is probably to improve
the effectiveness of the braces. I am not sure about the wing root fixing in MRA.
For trimming, Morisset suggests left/left trim, if you prefer! He says with a good trim you
can get over 1 minute, but, in 1949, ROG and no pushing was the rule.
Apparently 1949 was the first year of the 10g rubber rule, previously it was 15g, so he
thought it necessary to reduce the model size. As the total weight 80g stayed the same, I
do not follow his logic.
I attach a copy of the MRA plan and article, since it seems elusive otherwise. It would suit
Buckminster. It is also mini-vintage legal.
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Don Thomson
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Indoor isn’t for Everyone Pt.39

-

Nick Peppiatt

Vintage CO2 models continued
Designs for the OK CO2 motor
The OK CO2 motor was designed by Bill Brown in about 1946. The design was sold to the
Herkimer Tool and Model Works, which, according to Vic Smeed’s ‘Model Flying – the First
Fifty Years’, launched it on the market in the spring of 1947.
As has been mentioned before
the motor had a holder for a bulb
of the Sparklets type and used a
complete cartridge for each
flight. Photos of Alan Callaghan’s
example were published in the
November 2018 NC. The quoted
total engine weight with full gas
cartridge was around 2.5oz (70g),
so models for this motor are
really in the outdoor category. In
comparison, the similar capacity
Modela motor and tank weigh 25g.
A considerable number of designs
were published for the OK CO2
motor. I have listed those up to
June 1948 in the accompanying
table. The Modela motor should
also be a suitable power unit for
all these designs.
As far as I can tell, the first
published design for this motor,
and, indeed, the first published
design for any post-war CO2
motor is Frank Ehling’s In-BTween from Model Airplane News
June 1947. It was so-called
because it was in between a
rubber model and an i.c. powered
model. As can be seen from the accompanying drawing, the model is a high winger with tricycle
undercarriage and twin fins. The building notes suggest that it could also be rubber powered
or use a small diesel, but only the CO2 motor is shown on the drawing. The installation of the
cartridge holder is not shown.
Frank Ehling himself was a remarkable and prolific modeller. He appears to be the only man to
have designs published for all three of the immediately post-war CO2 motor sizes. We have
already met his ‘The Dean’ and the Dioxide Darling for the Campus A-100 and the Buzz Bat for
the Buzz motor. Several months after the In-B-Tween his elegant Dual-Air for twin OK CO2
motors was published. This had a simple brass block with two cross-drilled holes in which the
feed pipes to from the cartridge holders to the motors were soldered. This meant that
trimming could be carried out with a single bulb. Surprisingly, the AMA biography of Frank
Ehling www.modelaircraft.org/sites/default/files/files/EhlingFrankV.pdf does not mention his
pioneering CO2 motor activities, which I think is a serious omission.
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Frank Ehling’s Dual Air for twin OK CO2 motors

Bill Tyler’s Half Pint. Originally for OK CO 2
electric RC version shown

The other contemporary designs are briefly described in the table. I found some photos on
Outerzone (www.outerzone.co.uk ) of a modern rendition of Bill Tyler’s Half Pint, modified for
radio control and electric power, which strikes me as one good way to keep examples of these
charming old designs flying.
Howard McEntee’s CO2 Powered Model design was the last lesson of seven in his model airplane
course for beginners. The detailed construction article begins: - ‘The airplane…. Is a built-up
outdoor model powered by a tiny CO2 engine – it is ideal for transition training from rubber to
gas powered models and is the project in this lesson’. Well, as it turned out the OK CO 2 motor
is a large one in comparison to most of the CO2 motors that followed it, and, of course, the
model is gas powered, but not, perhaps, in the American sense. It concludes: - ‘With this, the
seventh lesson in our course for beginners, we have completed a range of designs from the
simplest cardboard glider through the rubber class and up to the simplest motor-powered flier.
The next logical step, of course, is gas-engined designs. We feel that those beginners who have
faithfully built and mastered each of the seven models presented in these lessons should be
able to launch out on his own, since he can no longer be classed as a “beginner.”’ I have to
strongly agree that if you can build and fly this one you are well on the way to becoming an
accomplished aeromodeller. Unlike the In-B-Tween feature where this matter is left vague,
McEntee’s plan and article do explain the installation of the gas capsule holder
Grateful thanks are due to Roy Tiller for his help in finding some of this obscure stuff.
Next month I’ll look at the next tranche of designs for the OK CO2 motor, which were published
after June 1948.
D.H.2 Models
OEE’s feature of the D.H.2 in the April 2020 NC, reminded
me that the AeroModeller Annual 1972-73 featured Doug
McHard’s article on CO2 motors, which included his beautiful
Brown BJ .005 powered 1/24th scale D.H.2. The easy starting
nature of CO2 motors and the fact that they will run in either
direction mean that it is quite practical to mount them in a
pusher aircraft configuration of this type.
Also 1/24th scale is the three channel RC Microaces D.H.2
(www.microaces.myshopify.com ). These kits are constructed
from printed 1mm thick Depron, thin printed polypropylene
sheet and judicious use of thin section pultruded carbon fibre
reinforcement. They are powered by 8.5mm coreless motors
through a gearbox. I built one a couple of years ago and this
is a representation of Major Lanoe Hawker’s machine, who
was mentioned in the Model Aircraft article.
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The model flies quite well, but there are several challenges. I have not found a way of hand
launching it – there is nothing convenient to hold onto, so it needs a smooth surface from which
to ROG, which it will do. Being small it requires calm conditions, and in my part of the world,
calm conditions are most likely to be found early in the morning, when it is humid and the ground
is damp. Unfortunately, the control cables to the rudder and elevator on this design are working
and go slack when the humidity is high. So I’ve not flown it as much as I would like! Oh, for
the availability of a large indoor space!

Microaces D.H.2 1/24th scale

Walt Mooney Dornier Libelle l after airbrushing

Walt Mooney Cook-up 2020
www.hippocketaeronautics.com/hpa_forum/index.php?topic=25052.0
This goes from strength to strength. At the time of writing around 90 models, based on Walt
Mooney designs, are underway or have been completed. There are 2043 posts on 82 pages, and
it is likely to be much larger by the time you read this. Amongst the good-natured banter,
there are a plethora of useful hints and tips and it is fascinating to see the different
approaches different modellers take to construction and finishing. It would be interesting to
know how many designs Walt did actually publish. There is a list in post 1187 of 130, but this is
known to be incomplete.

Frank Ehling’s In-B-Tween from Model Airplane News June 1947
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Model Aircraft Designs for the OK CO2 Motor 1947 to June 1948
Design

Designer

Source

Date

Span
(in)

Secondary plan
source

Description

In-B-Tween

Frank
Ehling

MAN

Jun-47

30

S35S Oct 93
(Green Botts 78)

High wing cabin, twin
fin, tricycle uc.

Half Pint

Bill Tyler

Air Trails

Aug-47

28

Outerzone

High wing cabin

Breather
Model Airplane
Course Lesson 7
CO2 Powered

Bill Winter

Air World

Sep-47

34

Outerzone

High wing cabin

Howard
McEntee

MAN

Nov-47

30

Dual Air

Frank
Ehling

MAN

Oct-47

44

S35S
(Green Botts 28)
Outerzone

Powerhouse 33

Dick Korda

Berkeley kit

1947

33

SE5a

A Howay

Scalemaster
Model Co

Feb-48

19

Co-ette

Jay Holmes

Air Trails

Apr-48

23

Air Trails

May-48

19

Outerzone

Air Trails

May-48

34

Outerzone

Stick and tissue
Stick and tissue
Sliced rib wing
Stick and tissue

High wing. T-tail

Stick and tissue. Sheet
covered fuselage

Mid wing twin
engined

Stick and tissue

Outerzone

High wing
cabin/pylon

Stick and tissue

Outerzone

Scale
(alt. power rubber}

Curtiss Junior
CW1

Walt
Schroder
Red
Kochman

Stinson Voyager

Earl Stahl

MAN

Jun-48

31

Outerzone

Carbonator 1

Walt
Schroder

Flying Aces

Jun-48

36

S35S Aug-89

Bristol Bullet

Construction

High wing cabin
(alt. power rubber}
Scale biplane
(alt.power rubber}
Scale.
High wing pusher
Scale.
High wing cabin
High wing pylon

Detailed stick and
tissue. No tank/bottle
installation shown
Stick and tissue
Stick and tissue CO2
installation in article
Stick and tissue. Sheet
fuselage.
Stick and tissue
Stick and tissue

Howard McEntee’s CO2 powered model from Model Airplane News November 1947

My Dornier Libelle is progressing slowly but steadily. The photo shows it loosely assembled
after airbrushing with Tamiya Acrylic flat aluminium over black Esaki tissue. The cockpit area
and the control surface outlines were masked off with low tack masking tape.

Nick Peppiatt
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Odiham 2020

-

10grammer

The Southern Gala, Odiham 2020 ?
Bloody screens everywhere! snorted the Air Marshall. He adjusted his S.S.M. (sitting support
module) from ‘getitdone’ to ‘maxrelax’ and rubbed his eyes. That lunatic Dominic Cummings had
revolutionised Whitehall. His office, once a haven of peace, the imposing mahogany desk, the
luxurious carpets, the book shelves, the personal mementos, the 1/32 scale Chinook, the comforting
odour of pipe smoke and whisky was now as sterile as the control room of a space ship. On a nice
afternoon he used to pop down to Odiham to look at his Chinooks and check that the Southern Gala
arrangements were progressing. Now his avatar did all the visiting. He used to have a damn good
desk management system. Incoming papers and files that he didn’t like the look of would be stacked
in a large tray, the oldest, the ones nearing the bottom of the pile would become shredder - ready.
He called it his ‘composting system’. All gone, now every bit of incoming on the screens was
untrashable and demanded a response. But the last straw was the M.o.D leak that all manned
aircraft would be replaced by drones and drone clouds and his office was to be relocated to Stoke on-Trent.
Had it all come to this? The silver-framed photograph, always prominent on all the desks he had
flown in his career, showed a dashing young Flying Officer climbing into a Westland Wasp helicopter
aboard H.M.S. Plymouth in April 1982 in the Falklands War. He’d taken a piece of shrapnel in his
rear upper thigh on that mission which still troubled him in damp weather or like now, when he was
stressed. Those were the days! Everything was possible, the future lay ahead and he’d grown his
first moustache. All he had to look forward to now was retirement. Ever since he’d announced his
decision to go he’d felt his power draining away. The salutes were less crisp, the coffee and biscuits
less prompt and not arranged as he liked. What would he do ? Nobody would obey him anymore. His
uniform and his chauffeured and flagged Jag. would go and with them his identity. At least he’d be
done with all this! Damn and blast the lot of them! His moustache quivered, his eyebrows bristled,
he shook his fist at the screens.
That was two months ago. Then came Covid 19 and along with the crisis came new opportunities. He
was asked to defer his retirement to direct operation ‘Cleanup’. All he knew was that it would involve
the deployment of his Chinooks over Central London. He was excited, what could the objective be
he mused? The Chinese Embassy and an S.A.S. task force dropped onto the roof? Very likely, he
thought, he’d been reading some pretty weird stuff on the internet recently. A fine end to his
career, he could see the headlines - ‘Air Marshall leads cleanup of Covid plot, daring raid saves the
day.’
He was to be disappointed, the operation had less heroic aims. It seems that the Duchess of
Cambridge had popped out to Waitrose to replenish her stocks and had found empty shelves, no
wet wipes, no toilet rolls. A quick survey revealed that none were available in Westminster. There
was consternation at the Palace and the smooth running of Government was in jeopardy. Although
the latter may be criticised for failing to predict the demand for P.P.E. and I.C.U.’s, they could not
be faulted for their foresight in establishing a stockpile of wet - wipes and toilet rolls on the Isle
of Wight. Operation ‘Cleanup’ was initiated, bales of the missing items would be dropped onto the
roofs of designated Waitrose stores. Everything went smoothly apart from a couple of accidental
deliveries to Tesco’s and the Air Marshall received a congratulatory mail from the Cabinet Office,
‘Mission accomplished, well done.’ They’d all received the same message at the end of the Falkland’s
war but there’d be no medals this time, and when his grandchildren asked ‘ What did you do in the
Pandemic grandad? ‘ He would fall silent.
Like everything else the Southern Gala had been cancelled. He resolved to stay in post until he
could open Odiham again and schedule the Gala. He might pull a few strings. Jacob Rees - Mogg had
been his fag at Eton - nasty little blighter - he’d always burned the toast, but once a fag always a
fag. And these aeromodelling chaps were a sensible lot and social distancing on the airfield was
guaranteed, there could be no possible objection, could there?

10grammer
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A Cautionary Tale

-

Tim Mountain

I suppose this story starts in 2006 when a tragic accident took place on Dartford Heath
involving a model aircraft, resulting in a little girl losing her life.
Dartford Council has an involvement in the land where this tragedy occurred and word very
quickly spread to other districts councils nationally.
Epsom & Ewell Borough Council have an operational interest in the land situated inside the
famous Epsom Downs Race Course.
First warning that flying might be banned from the Downs came from the head grounds man.
A day or so following, the BMFA called me and a fellow modeller saying that “you better get
down to the Council sharpish and get discussions started”. So Roger Marples and I did just
that and found that the Council were adamant that they had no wish to bar model flying on the
Downs or indeed any other legal activity, in fact the Head of the Council did go out of his way
to encourage and help us, basically to help him.. His mandate, bearing in mind the accident on
Dartford Heath, was to be able to say to his insurance company, Epsom and Ewell Borough
Council had done what they reasonable could to minimize any risks from any activity permitted
on the Downs. Of course the BMFA insurance went long way to support this, but more was
needed.
For many years Epsom Downs had been a flying site where anyone could just rock up and fly
what they liked where they like. Ever since reliable R/C models had been around, a ’Star of
David’ runway patch had become established and this gave six runway directions, very nice. It
was also very close to the public car parking area and it was way too easy for people to jump
out of their car, wander over a few paces to view the action, not very nice!
The BMFA were very helpful and Roger Bellingham, their site Officer, visited on several
occasions, as did Dave Phillips the CEO.
Resulting from these discussions, it was clear that the runway had to be moved and a club
formed with an approved set of rules.
EDMAC (Epsom Downs Model Aircraft Club) was formed and a committee co-opted from those
who understood the hymn sheet from which we were singing. It has to be said that some flyers
were against the idea of a club, but it was the only option. In the end a set of rules that suited
all parties, R/C flyers, Free Flight flyers and more importantly Epsom & Ewell Borough Council
was formulated and these rules eventually formed the basis of the risk assessment. These
rules have essentially remained unchanged to date.
During my tenure as founding Chairman of EDMAC I, from time to time, put my R/C model
back in the car and walked over to where Free Flight activity was taking place to check all was
OK. There were occasional moans and groans, same as the R/C‘ flyers.
On one of these Free Flight sorties of diplomacy a flyer said to me “Hey Tim isn’t it time you
built a Free Flight model. You need to get a Senator”. He explained that part kits were
available and rubber & DTs and things. But when I asked if these part kits contained propellers
- I knew I had little chance of carving one, he straightway gave me one.
His name Peter Michel.

Tim Mountain

Editor: I think with a bit of arm twisting I can persuade Tim to write about his brush with Free-Flight
and a few other odds and ends from an experienced beginners point of view.
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines)

-

Roy Tiller

Report No. 112: Tidy up

There seems to have been a bit more spare time during the day recently so I decided to do a
tidy up of the garage, the shed, the modelling room in the roof, and the David Baker Heritage
Library (Magazines) files and folders, both digital and physical.
The garage tidy up was not too onerous apart from two things, firstly all the items destined
for the tip have to be found a temporary home and secondly the up and over garage door which,
when in the supposed fully closed position, has a considerable gap between the bottom of the
door and the floor resulting in an accumulation of blown leaves all over floor. It needs a draught
excluder or at least a draught reducer. A search of the “good stock” in the garage found a
suitable length of plastic pipe about 2” diameter and some H section extruded aluminium which
might make the mounting brackets. Let us gloss over, how will it be fitted, will it stay there,
will the door stay in the fully open position with the added weight hanging on the bottom edge?
The first trial closing revealed that the bottom of the door and the garage floor are not
parallel to one another! Packing needed, not by pieces of 1/64” but by pieces of 1/8” and lots
of them. A “Quality sign off” will not be requested.

The shed shows a damp patch on the floor in the corner where all the garden chairs are

stacked. We have had this before, it needs that thick black gunge to be painted on all the
joints in the felting on the roof. Job done, leave the door open and it will dry out, except that
it doesn’t. It must be rising damp, leaves etc. in that gap between the floor boards and the
concrete base. I will push a broom handle through the gap and clear them out. The water butt
and its supporting blocks are in the way. Drain down the butt and remove the blocks; only to
find that all is clean and clear of any obstruction. Better
take out the garden chairs and have a closer look. Aha!
There is that oil can that disappeared a couple of months
ago, on its side and half empty. How did I miss the
connection, oil can missing, stain on floor?
The modelling room is accessed by a pull down ladder.
During “lockdown” there are only the two of us in the house and only one of us climbs the ladder,
so I can declare the modelling room to be “tidy” whilst leaving it in its usual state of “everything
readily to hand”.
Now to the Library tidy up, including those outstanding queries which earlier seemed likely
to have a very poor effort to reward ratio and never came to the top of the “ to do” list.
DID THEY REPRINT? No. 1.
Aeromodeller April 1955. The back
cover
advert
by
KeilKraft
announced a new kit, the Anzac, a
33” wingspan free flight power
model. The May issue had a similar
advert, again on the back cover.
Now to quote from SAM 35 Speaks
April 1997 and Ted Smales, who
was guest columnist to “The Power
Struggle”. Ted commented on the
Anzac “its name was changed to the Bantam, reputedly after a complaint from the Australians
about the use of the acronym for members of the Australian-New Zealand Army Corps”. So
the Anzac became the Bantam.
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Did Aeromodeller reprint the May 1955
issue without the offending name? If
you have a copy of that issue please
have a look and email me should you find
it to be without an Anzac on the back
cover. If it was reprinted I wonder who
paid, Aeromodeller or KeilKraft?

Next month, in the June issue, Aeromodeller reviewed the Bantam, but captioned the
accompanying photograph Anzac. Did this further up set the Aussies? Probably not, just
another example of Brit incompetence.
DID THEY REPRINT? No 2.
This is all from memory (not my strongest point) so please excuse if it is full of errors and
omissions. One issue of Model Aircraft magazine included a report supposedly on the subject
of a new radio control system. In reality the report was a description of that most intimate of
actions between a man and a woman. One can perhaps excuse an editor, who may not be too
familiar with the latest terminology for either activity, giving it the nod for publication. When
the magazine hit the news-stands all was promptly revealed and that issue was withdrawn and
reprinted. That is the story but was there a reprint? The issue of Model Aircraft magazine
concerned was that of December 1957, and the library copy has the naughty article on page
411 very appropriately in the “Under the Counter column” with the title being “M. A. reviews
the new ANJGPS-4Q2 radio control set”. If you have a copy of MA December 1957 please
check page 411 and if is different to that described, scan and forward it in order that we can
complete the library collection of Model Aircraft magazines. Naughty page offered in return.
(Editor’s Note:)
We of the then Rugby Model Engineering Society Aeronautical Section, particularly John
Bickerstaffe, carry the can in some respects for its publication. The article had been
circulating in the club and John Bickerstaffe took it to a competition somewhere and showed
it to, I think, N.J.Butcher. Butcher was a Model Aircraft assistant editor at the time and he
did not return the article to JB. Next thing we know it turns up in the magazine.
We had been showing the original article to various people without comment and only about
50% cottoned on to the pornographic inference. Our secretary contacted the magazine and
wised them up. I still remember one of the comments in their reply, ("The minds of our editorial
staff are pure free from sin".)
LIBRARY BOXES LABELED “MISCELLANEOUS”.
These are the dumping ground for items that I cannot fully identify i.e. from which
magazine/book, or are just one issue from a magazine/newsletter run, or a single aeromodelling
item from a publication which does not normally raise itself to such heights, or any other
oddball items. Here are some examples.
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A freeby pullout full size plan of a Blackburn 1912
Monoplane, for KP01 power, by John Hancock with on
the other side a plan of a Boeing XL-15H, for rubber,
electric or CO2, by Ron Baddorf.
Looks like a typical AMI mag pullout but is it?
In which magazine was it published?
Please email if you know.
Heave Ho No1 November 1996, The Journal of the
Hand Launch Glider Association. We have just the
one issue, which has plans including a design by Len
Surtees from Australia, The Big’Un by Spencer
Willis, and by Stan Pearson a design with several
names, Hirundo, The Swallow, “or even Gwennol,
Welsh for Swallow”.
Were there any further issues?
The Junior Birdmen of America was an
organisation formed in 1934 (see Wikipedia for
more history), backed by several national
newspapers, whose stated aim was to encourage
the interest of 10 to 21 year old boys and girls
in aeromodelling and for the knowledge so gained
to lead to careers in actual aviation. The Sunday
editions of the newspapers carried a Junior
Birdmen Feature Page which included a clip out
coupon to become a member and be entitled to
purchase the Handbooks.
We have just number 4 in this series of
handbooks, which is a little larger than A5 in size
and comprises 10 printed pages of building and
flying instructions and a folded plan sheet. The
editor was Lawrence Shaw and “All model plans
for this course were designed by Frank Zaic”.
The Beginners Course comprised, No1 All-Balsa
Glider, No2 Baby R.O.G., No3 Single Propelled
Endurance Pusher, and No4 Twin Pusher. Follow
up courses were mentioned, an Advanced Course
for cabin, replica and scale models and a Contest
Models Course. A web search revealed nothing
of more model courses but seemed to indicate that further handbooks covered full size aviation
subjects such as air navigation and airport management. Should you be able to add to this story
or have any of the Handbooks please get in touch.
p.s. our copy of Handbook No4 is in such pristine condition that I suspect it is not original.
I venture to suggest that there are few model designs from the early 1900’s that we would
find both attractive to build and with some real flying potential. Have a look at this “Tiny
Monoplane for Indoor Flying” by E. W. Twining from Aeronautics magazine January 1912.
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Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller
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Secretary’s Notes for June 2020

-

Roger Newman

Once again, very little to report. The lockdown has been relaxed just a tad & the BMFA advise
that flying is permissible provided social distancing is observed. For free flight in the south,
Beaulieu remains unavailable as does Area 8 of Salisbury Plain. However, I did manage to get
to Beaulieu during the month, taking advantage of the minor change of lockdown rules, whereby
one can drive any distance to take exercise! I walked round the whole peritrack, saw two people
on bikes & three other walkers so no problem with massed crowds. All we need is a change of
heart by the Forestry Commission.
The model room roof has been replaced. Should
see me out without any problems. Much but not
all of the contents have been put back with a
great deal of sorting out along the way & a start
has been made on scrapping of models beyond
their sell by date. Thus far the following have
bitten the dust (not in any particular order):
Popsie, Dixielander x 2, Stomper, KK Ladybird,
KK Contestor, Sunnanvind, CO2 Tomboy. Zipper,
Ascender, Lightweight Glider (Lacey), Blue
Diamond parasol glider, Record Breaker, Veron
Deacon, Pongo x 2. Many more to follow as I get
deeper into the contents of the garage!
On the rules & regulations front, I see the
BMFA now advise that it will be around
November when the CAA get their heads round
the EU directive that was supposed to be taken
on board in July. So hopefully no more nasty
surprises in the short term.
In the meantime, with the model room back in action, a start has been made on the Red Raider,
tailplane is done & fuselage is well under way. The ED Bee has been sorted out, cleaned up &
bench run so some positive progress.
The provisional date still exists for our planned August meeting at RAF Colerne, but with no
movement on the part of the MoD, there has to be considerable doubt as to whether this
meeting will be held.

Plans for the month

From the Italian Popular Aviation January 1946 publication
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Glider:
IL GORDON BENNET complete with a bit of text translation

Frank Ghenn's Gordon Bennet is a 2.06 m glider, winner of several competitions in 1944 in
Sweden, the builder's country.
His best time was 19'31 "with disappearance from sight towards the sea” in one of the last
competitions held at the end of the year 1944.
It is especially recommended for beginners who are going to compete in glider competitions,
especially for its ease of construction and for its brilliant floating qualities. We would be
delighted if willing model aircraft builders of Gordon Bennet send us photos and results
obtained.
Rubber:
Another one from the scrap pile – Pongo, a simple P30.
Three were made many years ago for grandsons, one (Pongo) flew away & the other two
survived the rigors of Beaulieu until interest sadly diminished.
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Pongo:sht.2

Power:
I mentioned scrapping of my Ascender, an ED powered canard.
Mine required a lot of lead up front but did manage to stagger round quite contentedly.

Roger Newman
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Editor’s Note: I have left all the event adverts for reference purposes. Currently all
events up to July 1st are cancelled. If the situation changes dramatically it will be
reported on websites:
www.sam1066.org
& or
www.bmfa.org
When the Corona Virus lockdown situation is lifted there will be a resumption of the
contest calendar fixtures as is.
New Clarion will report as the situation develops but things change more rapidly than
issues of NC so I advise you to monitor websites for latest developments.
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Provisional Events Calendar 2020
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

March 1st
March 15th
March 29th

Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

BMFA 1st Area Competitions
BMFA 2nd Area Competitions
BMFA 3rd Area Competitions

April 10th
April 11th
April 25th
April 26th

Friday
Saturday
Saturday
Sunday

Northern Gala, Barkston Heath
Croydon Wakefield Day & SAM1066, Salisbury Pl.
London Gala, Salisbury Plain
London Gala, Salisbury Plain

May 9th/10th
May 23rd
May 24th
May 25th

Sat/Sun
Saturday
Sunday
Monday

Mayfly, Old Warden
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath
BMFA Free-flight Nats, Barkston Heath

June 28th

Sunday

BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 12th
July 19th
July 25th/26th

Sunday
Sunday
Sat Sun

Southern Area Gala, Abingdon
BMFA 5th Area Competitions
Scale Weekend, Old Warden

August 1st
August 2nd
August 9th
August 23rd

Saturday
Sunday
Sunday
Sunday

East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
SAM1066 Cagnarata Day (250gm), RAF Colerne
Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

Sat/Sun
Sunday
Sat/Sun
Sunday

Stonehenge Cup/Equinox, Salisbury Plain
Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
Vintage Weekend, Old Warden
BMFA 6th Area Competitions

Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Sunday
Saturday
Saturday

Buckminster Gala
Buckminster Gala
Buckminster Gala
BMFA 7th Area Competitions
Croydon Coupe Day & SAM1066, Salisbury Plain
Midland Gala, Barkston Heath

September
September
September
September
October
October
October
October
October
October

5th/6th
13th
19th/20th
20th

3rd
4th
5th
11th
17th
24th

All events cancelled up to July 1st due to Convid19 lockdown.
Events will continue to calendar when lockdown is relaxed.
New Clarion cannot keep up with developments so watch websites,
www.sam1066.org
&
www.bmfa.org
Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!
For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org
For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org
For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites
SAM 1066
Flitehook, John Hook
Mike Woodhouse
BMFA
BMFA Southern Area
SAM 35
National Free Flight Society (USA)
Ray Alban
Belair Kits
Wessex Aeromodellers
US SAM website
Peterborough MFC
Outerzone -free plans
Vintage Radio Control
Model Flying New Zealand
Raynes Park MAC
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson
Magazine downloads
Aerofred Plans

–
-

www.sam1066.org
www.flitehook.net
www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
www.bmfa.org
https://southern.bmfa.uk
www.sam35.org
www.freeflight.org
www.vintagemodelairplane.com
www.belairkits.com
www.wessexaml.co.uk
www.antiquemodeler.org
www.peterboroughmfc.org
www.outerzone.co.uk
www.norcim-rc.club
www.modelflyingnz.org

www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
www.modellvänner.se
www.rclibrary.co.uk
www.aerofred.com
control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours?

Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not
hearing from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not
told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address
(snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested in
your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.
If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor John Andrews

